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Abstract
We introduce a new image dataset for Irish Sign Language (ISL) recognition. We filmed human subjects
performing ISL hand-shapes and movements, resulting in 468 videos. Then, we extracted frames from the
videos. This resulted in a total of 58,114 images for the 23 common hand-shapes from the ISL language.
This dataset is a part of our ongoing work on ISL recognition using pattern recognition methods. In addition
to the dataset, we report experiments using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) where we reached 95%
recognition accuracy.
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1 Introduction
Irish Sign Language (ISL) is an indigenous language that is used by around 5,000 Deaf people in the Republic of
Ireland and 1,500 in Northern Ireland. In addition, it is known by 50,000 non-Deaf people [Leeson and Saeed, 2012].
ISL is not based on English or Irish, it is a language in its own right.
ISL contains more than 5000 signs. Each sign consists of a hand-shape and a motion in 3D space. There
are around 23 basic, common hand-shapes in ISL and each hand-shape is labelled with a different letter of the
alphabet. These hand-shapes can be seen in a wide range of possible angles in 3D space. The remaining three
letters of the alphabet, ’J’, ’X’ and ’Z’ are used to label gestures involving motion and actually use one of the
23 hand-shapes.
Computer vision provides the technology to assist people who use ISL with tools such as automatic tran-
script, human-machine interaction, machine translation, etc. In order to design such tools, large amounts of
data are necessary for training and testing the system. In this paper, we introduce a new image dataset for
ISL recognition. The dataset contains 58,114 images for the 23 ISL hand-shapes. In addition to the dataset
being our main contribution in this paper, we also report recognition experiments using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA).
Earlier works in this area have used rather smaller datasets. For instance, Farouk et al. proposed two ISL
datasets [Farouk, 2015]. The first dataset is composed of computer generated images, produced by a the Poser
software by SmithMicro; the total number of images is 920. The second dataset is composed of real hands,
and has a total of 1620 images. Both datasets represent only 20 ISL hand-shapes as illustrated in Figure 1
(excluding ’m’, ’n’ and ’y and the dynamic shapes ’J’, ’X’ and ’Z’). The images show the hand and arm of a
signer against a uniform black background.
Compared to previous works on ISL, our dataset is larger and contains all hand-shapes. It is then fit to
train and test classifiers for ISL recognition. The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Sec. 2 details our
data collection procedure and the final dataset. Sec. 3 reports a recognition experiment using PCA. We end the
paper in Sec. 4 with concluding remarks and future work.
(a) Computer generated (b) Real hands
Figure 1: Datasets for ISL created by [Farouk, 2015]
2 The Irish Sign Language hand-shape (ISL-HS) dataset
The ISL-HS dataset contains real hand images, unlike synthetic images used in previous works. ISL-HS is
composed of 23 hand-shapes combined with different motions.
To build the dataset, we recorded short videos. We asked 6 people (3 males and 3 females) to perform the
finger spelling ISL hand-shapes. Each shape was recorded 3 times.
Each of the 23 hand-shaped was performed by moving the arm in an arc from the vertical to the horizontal
position. This was performed to simulate rotated hand-shapes that can occur in real word conversations. For
the 3 motion gestures ’J’, ’X’ and ’Z’ there was no rotation, only the motion indicated in Figure 2. All the
hand-shapes in our dataset, apart from the 3 with motion, are rotated in a plane.
The videos were converted into frames. Frames were converted to grayscale and the background was
removed from the frame using a pixel-value threshold. This produced frames contain only the arm and the
hand.
The number of frames for each video depends on the time taken by the human subject to perform the
gesture. Videos were recorded at 30 frames per second (fps) and a resolution of 640×480 pixels. The device
used to record the videos was an Apple iPhone 7. The videos were saved with .mov extention. The video format
is RGB24.
The illumination sources were a combination of natural and artificial, as the videos were recorded in our
laboratory of post-graduate computing students. Illumination was different for each person, because they were
recorded at different times of day and on different days.
In total, 468 videos were recorded. From these videos we obtained a total of 58,114 frames, consisting of
52,688 frames for the rotated shapes and 5,426 for the ’J’, ’X’ and ’Z’. Figure 2 shows cropped images of our
ISL-HS dataset, and Figure 3 shows the class distribution across the image dataset. The variation observed in
Figure 3 is due to the speed variation among the subjects when performing the ISL hand-shapes and rotating
them. Note that the letter ’X’ has the lowest number of frames because this is a dynamic festure with a short
motion.
We are releasing the dataset online1 and providing both videos and images.
3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA is an efficient method for dimensionality reduction [Han and Liu, 2014]. It uses the covariance matrix of
the data to create a space known as an eigenspace. Each dimension in the space is represented by an eigenvector
of the covariance matrix. The number of eigenvectors required to represent the full data is considerably lower
than the dimensionality of the original data.
1https://github.com/marlondcu/ISL
Figure 2: Irish Sign Language hand-shapes
Figure 3: Frequency of the different hand-shapes in the dataset
In order to apply PCA over our training dataset we combine all the images into the same array and then
compute PCA. Since each image has 640×480, we re-sized them to 160×120 pixels. When vectorised this
becomes 19,200 pixels in a row array, for each image.
In this experiment we considered only the 23 common hand-shapes with rotation. Then images correspond-
ing to the letters ’J’, ’X’ and ’Z’ were not used. The dataset used contains 52.688 in total. This dataset was
divided into a training set and a testing set, by iterating through the images and taking one image for training
and the next for testing, and so on. Thus, both our training and testing datasets contain 26,344 images.
By projecting the images from the training set into the most significant Di eigenvectors, we obtain a Di -
dimensional space containing Nim points for each pose angle. Each point represents an image. In this work we
tested different numbers of eigenvectors and measured how it affects the accuracy.
In order to classify the correct hand-shape we used the k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm, with k = 1
and Euclidean distance. We projected each testing image into the training dataset eigenspace and classified
according to the nearest point (shortest Euclidean distance).
The accuracy in recognising the correct hand-shape strongly depends on the number of the eigenvectors
(dimensions) considered. For example, assuming Di = 15, we obtained 88% of recognition accuracy, using
more eigenvectors the accuracy increases as well. e.g. for Di = 29 we obtained 95%. Figure 4 shows the
Figure 4: Accuracy according to the number of eigenvectors
accuracy according to the number of eigenvectors.
In this work blurring was applied over the images. A Gaussian kernel of size 36×36 pixels was used with
standard deviation equal to 60. Using blurring was motivated by earlier results by Farouk [Farouk et al., 2013],
which showed that such image filtering is beneficial for PCA accuracy.
4 Conclusions
In this work, we proposed an Irish Sign Language hand sign dataset (ISL-HS). Compared to previous works,
our dataset is larger, more complete and contains rotation variation. In addition, we reported a recognition
experiment using PCA, and we were able to reach 95% of recognition accuracy.
In the future, we are planning to try different classification methods in addition to PCA (e.g. Convolutional
Neural Networks), and apply recognition to videos in addition to images to leverage the dynamic aspect of
some of the ISL hand-shapes.
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